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1. JSN P8710, Utility Center, shall be included in Navy projects only.
2. Provide booster water heater and appropriate power if required.
3. JSN K1910, Table, shall be 72" wide and 24" deep with casters.
4. Pass-thru window, 24"W x 36"H.
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## UCCL2 - EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE

| JSN      | Nomenclature                                           | Qty | LF | AR | NA | AF | VA | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
|----------|--------------------------------------------------------|-----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| A5075    | Dispenser, Soap, Disposable                            | 1   | C  | C  | C  | C  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| A5080    | Dispenser, Paper Towel, SS, Surface Mounted            | 1   | A  | A  | A  | A  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| A5145    | Hook, Garment, Double, SS, Surface Mounted             | 1   | A  | A  | A  | A  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| F2000    | Basket, Wastepaper, Round, Metal                       | 1   | C  | C  | C  | C  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| K1910    | Table, Work, Stainless Steel                          | 1   | A  | A  | A  | A  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| M3160    | Cabinet, Storage, Hanging Scopes                      | 1   | C  | C  | C  | C  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| P2000    | Eyewash, Wall Mounted, Hands-Free                     | 1   | A  | A  | A  | A  | B  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| P2450    | Valve, Mixing, Thermostatic                            | 1   | A  | A  | A  | A  | A  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| P3100    | Lavatory, Vitreous China, Slab Type                    | 1   | A  | A  | A  | A  | D  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| P8710    | Utility Center, Plumbing Connection                   | 3   | A  | A  | A  | A  | D  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
| S2627    | Washer, Fiber Scope                                   | 2   | C  | C  | C  | C  | B  | B  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  | -  |
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